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William T. Cahill, New Jersey governor.

A FIRST PLACE INDIVIDUAL

Bill Vreneck, class of ’68, is awarded for his appearance at iota’s Masquerade by Melinda DeMaria (left) and Diane Ferrigno.

IT'S A LANDSLIDE!

Jersey Goes for Cahill

By Ed Sant ’Eufemia
Political Reporter

An apparently wary public disgruntled with 16-years of democratic rule has elected Republican congressional representative William T. Cahill, New Jersey governor.

With a 400,000 lead over his opponent former Gov. Robert B. Meyner and a Republican-dominated Assembly, Cahill has received a mandate to carry out his campaign promises, including a reorganization of state higher education.

Cahill has supported a tax increment either by increasing the existing sales tax to 5% or by imposing a state income tax. Cahill feels that the state must be put into action as soon as possible, revenue being the only catalyst to progress.

The $202-million bond issue will be utilized to double undergraduate enrollment in both state colleges and community colleges by 1972, all in an effort to cope with the “educational crisis” of New Jersey.

William T. Cahill

Cahill focused on Jersey’s crime reputation throughout his campaign, saying it has been the cause of city deterioration. Cahill would make the 21 county prosecutors position fulltime functions in order to combat crime more efficiently and effectively.

Among Gov.-elect Cahill’s other campaign promises are: reevaluating and restructuring the practices of local draft boards, so they may be more representative of the community they serve and reappraising drug legislation while drug education is made available to parents and children.

Offer Trial Proposal for Drug Abuse

Group Seeks Drug Programs

By Helene Zuckerbrod
Asst. News Editor

A tentative draft of the “proposed recommended drug abuse policy statement for Montclair State College” will be presented to President Thomas H. Richardson, the SGA and the faculty and administration councils. This is result of a meeting of the student personnel drug committee held last Thursday.

Reactions from the various committee members at this meeting ranged from comments concerning the clarity of certain paragraphs, to legal procedures, to the handling of drug cases in lieu of the “Campus Policy Concerning Student Rights and Responsibilities.”

Also discussed were points that the committee members felt should definitely be kept — distinction made between pushers and users, priorities on the seriousness of comparative drugs (such as marijuana and heroin), the individuality of each case and the availability of counseling, student, medical and psychiatric services. Other comments included concentrations on legal interpretations and severity of punishment.

NOTICE
TODAY WEDNESDAY ALL 4 AND 5 O'CLOCK CLASSES WILL BE CANCELLED DUE TO A FACULTY COUNCIL MEETING.
Drug Usage Common Since Ancient Times

By Kathy Kayne
Staff Reporter

Drugs such as opium, mescaline, laudanum, heroin, hashish and cocaine have been used for centuries by man to induce a state of intoxication. The use of opium, hashish and cocaine dates back to the Stone Age. Primitive people used these drugs around 1500 B.C. and the Egyptians had knowledge of these drugs as early as 2500 B.C.

During the ninth and tenth centuries, opium was cultivated in the American colonies, and used by physicians for the relief of pain. The post-Civil War period brought another form of opium — laudanum (a mixture of one grain of opium to 25 drops of alcohol) which was taken orally. Opium smoking was introduced by the Chinese after the California Gold Rush.

Mescaline, a stimulant made from peyote, was and is still used by the Indians of Mexico and the Southwest in their religious rites. The Indians of Peru are known to chew the leaves of a plant called erythroxylon coca, which enables them to do an extraordinary amount of work.

In the 19th century, opium smoking was prevalent among the middle and upper classes. Said one writer, "Opium eaters are found in professional and literary men, brilliant society ladies, literary toilers, ambitious women, and zealous workers in good causes."

Narcotics use was increasing among the professional men and women, including authors such as Edgar Allan Poe, Francis Thompson and Samuel Coleridge. Perhaps the most famous opium addict of the day was Thomas De Quincey, the author of "Confessions of an English Opium Eater."

Today narcotics are illegal and cannot be bought in any drugstore as was done by most who smoked opium in the early 19th century. Hence, there is much illegal traffic in drugs, and laws are constantly being formed and amended to deal with this problem.

H.S. Drug Use Not Due to Pressure

By Linda Monaco
Staff Reporter

"Drugs are something different and controversial. That is why so many students are using them," said John Dahlburg, a Montclair Memorial Auditorium junior and reporter for the underground paper Apple Pie. When asked about drug use among Montclair High School students, Dahlburg said that he believed about 40% of the students are using drugs. He said that marijuana was the chief drug used. He also added, "There must be practically every other kind of drug at Montclair High School."

"We have been dealing with the use of drugs," Redd said. He explained that last year they had an assembly on drug abuse but this year they will set up seminars so that all can ask questions and voice their opinions. He said that he is hopeful that the seniors will come up with some programs concerning this social issue of drug use.

Redd explained that a drug workshop was open to seniors. He said that he started this workshop and taught it last year, but that Dr. Harry Horstman now teaches it. Redd explained that next year a course Addictions and Dependencies will be offered, dealing with the even more widespread problems of alcohol and smoking as well as the drug problem.

Redd feels that the reason other colleges and universities offer a drug problem class is because of the more affluent students who attend them who may have deep feelings of guilt that they've been given everything. These feelings say Redd, can cause them to try drugs.

In contrast to this, Redd stated that most students at MSC are not in the drug problem, but others, "the students at MSC are 'super-straight.'"

Drug Education Begins at Early Age

By Louise Palmer
Staff Reporter

"It doesn't mean that the use of drugs is as evident this year as last year," commented Dr. John Redd, professor of physical education, when asked his opinion of drug abuse at MSC. "We had a lot more of a problem then," he said, "but we still have quite a bit of interest in this area."

Redd believes that there are three types of students at MSC. At the top of the list, he said, are those who wouldn't touch drugs even if they were offered to them. The second group, containing most of the first group, who could go either way, taking drugs or leaving them alone. The third and smallest group (about one in 12), he said, are those students on the "drug scene." But Redd believes that most who were in the third group last year and were on hard drugs have already dropped out of MSC because a person who takes hard drugs can't handle staying in school at the same time.

"My connection to the drug problem," Redd explained, "is teacher training. Many teachers don't know as much about drugs as the students do. A workshop is being set up, he said, to instruct future teachers in forming attitudes toward the use of drugs. Teachers must learn to be discreet when talking about drugs to their students, he added.

They can't feel that the use of drugs is terrible or that it is great, he stated, but should form an opinion somewhere in between so that they will be able to discuss it rationally with students. As an example of this discretion Redd said, "I don't think we, as educators, should say that marijuana should be legalized."

These teacher inservive programs will concentrate mainly in the area of sensitivity training. Teachers will be trained to help their students find themselves, understand their "hangups," and accept their limitations, so that they will not turn to drugs as an escape.

The senior class of MSC is setting up a program to discuss the use of drugs, Redd said. He explained that last year they had an assembly on drug abuse but this year they will set up seminars so that all can ask questions and voice their opinions. He said that he is hopeful that the seniors will come up with some programs concerning this social issue of drug use.

Drug use is not restricted to any particular type of student, Redd said. Dahburg: He added that some of the smallest students use drugs.

Many of the students who use drugs, according to Dahburg, stick together. But he emphasized that they stick together not simply because of a drug-use bond, but because they tend to share the same general ideas and opinions.

When asked if he knew of any instances at the high school where students had been expelled for possession or use of drugs, Dahlburg said that he did not know of any, but added that some are not the type of things they like to publicize.

Drug Education is a Part of the Curriculum

Drug use is not restricted to any particular type of student, Redd said. Dahburg: He added that some of the smallest students use drugs.

Many of the students who use drugs, according to Dahburg, stick together. But he emphasized that they stick together not simply because of a drug-use bond, but because they tend to share the same general ideas and opinions.

When asked if he knew of any instances at the high school where students had been expelled for possession or use of drugs, Dahlburg said that he did not know of any, but added that some are not the type of things they like to publicize.
MSC's Holes Aid Progress

By Kathy Kayne

Staff Reporter

Please to save a large, old boulder situated outside the administration building, directly in the path of the new steam pipe system, have been voiced by the science dept. This department feels that the removal of the boulder would undermine natural science although it does present an obstacle to the new pipe system being laid to replace the present antiquated one.

Discomfort due to excessive heat from the exposed steam pipe on the northwall of the basement of College Hall and the potential hazard of pipe explosion were considered factors influencing the decision to run the steam pipes underground through manholes. Equipment in the foreign language laboratory was also being nixed due to condensation from the pipes.

McInty revealed that the four-inch steam lines coming from the power house and feeding the administration building, TUB, College High School, and annexes one and two were old and porous.

The new 10-inch lines are being put alongside the old four-inch pipes and the four-inch line is being capped off; the old pipe lines are closed on both ends and left in the ground as the new pipe line is laid to next it. This new pipe line will continue and add six miles to the present 10-inch line constructed for the fine arts building. It will also eventually heat the new dorm and Partridge Hall.

By Patricia M. Romanish

Staff Reporter

"We are in the thick of revolution...NOW!" This line is one of the many shouts from the Players' production of the Persecution and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as Performed by the Inhabitants of the Bull's Head Tavern at the Marquis de Sade," which give the play a revolutionary flavor making it alive in our time.

According to Dr. Jerome Rockwood, associate professor of speech and director of the Players' present production of Marat/Sade, the play will be shown Nov. 12 through 15 in Memorial auditorium.

By Richard De Santa

Staff Reporter

"one of the major faults of Partridge hall is that many any of the rooms are not being used by students," said the committee head, Mr. Mary E. Bredenieier, assistant professor of English and a member of the space allocation committee, said that the committee hopes that those steps can be taken to have regular walls separate the offices.

The questionnaires pertained to teaching methods. Mrs. Bredemeier stated that of 193 respondents to the questionnaires, 88% approved of last year's method of evaluation, and 37% believed that significant changes in the form were necessary. Many of the students, she added, felt that the evaluation form should be changed to include an essay-type evaluation, either instead of, or in addition to, the present grading scale, and that professors should be required to follow the evaluation results of their classes.

"We want a revolution," said Mrs. Bredemeier, "and the student is as important as his knowledge of subject matter, and his empathy with the class is as important as his degrees." She stated that students felt that evaluation of teaching techniques and personality should play a role in the promotion, appointment and tenure of teachers.

The committee feels that there should be a specific policy concerning the use of evaluation forms. Most students felt that the current evaluation system because no real action is taken on the ideas and suggestions expressed in the questionnaires. This, they explained, "is what the committee is attempting to change."

"Students are mostly responsible and responsive, and their opinions ought to matter," said Mr. McCollum. "The committee hopes that steps can be taken to have regular walls separate the offices.

"One of the major faults of Partridge hall is that many rooms of the classrooms are without windows and many of the rooms with windows have broken ones." This according to Mr. William Gardner, assistant professor of English and a member of the space allocation committee, creates an unfavorable atmosphere in which to work.

Incense - water pipes

Joan H. Partridge Hall

Winds of Change May Harm Learning

By Barbara Jean Minor

Staff Reporter

Evaluating of faculty by students is now being studied by the Faculty Council committee at Montclair State College. During an interview, Mr. Mary E. Bredenieier, assistant professor of education and chairman of the committee, said that the study is being conducted to set up an adequate evaluation program, by examining the results of questionnaires filled out by MSC students during the summer.

The questionnaires pertained to students' voices and opinions about the faculty evaluation that was conducted last spring. She commented on the results of the questionnaires, saying that students indicated that "they believe their opinions should affect the teaching methods of instructors and perhaps also their renewal of contract, tenure, and advancement."

Mrs. Bredenieier added, that as a result of the questionnaires, the committee is considering revising their present evaluation form, and that it plans to have this questionnaire ready by the end of this semester.

Discussing the result, Mrs. Bredenieier stated that of 193 respondents to the questionnaires, 88% approved of last year's method of evaluation, and 37% believed that significant changes in the form were necessary. Many of the students, she added, felt that the evaluation form should be changed to include an essay-type evaluation, either instead of, or in addition to, the present grading scale, and that professors should be required to follow the evaluation results of their classes.
A Look at the Campus...

Sprague Field

Now that there are no more restrictions as to how many games can be played on Sprague field, the 10-11 record soccer team should be able to play all of its 1970 home games on campus, not home at Brookdale Park. And talking about...

Students Right and Responsibilities...

which has been tossed around on the Student Government Association decided to make standardized policies for the entire student body to follow. That's fine. Except, the students of this college have never seen copies of this policy. And talking about...

Freeman Cafeteria...

students who eat here on weekends. It is desirable to move the MSC feasts back to where they originally came.

Life Hall Cafeteria...

and no order to the way in which food was served. Unfortunately for those students with meal tickets, this was the second time within three weeks - Homecoming was the first that this happened. And regarding...

Money...

to take another vote on the matter after a subcommittee report from the CUE representatives, the board is not scheduled to meet again until January. Meanwhile seniors are all suffering through their...

Senior Review...

would be even more practical if this review took place during the junior year so that prospective seniors would be aware way in advance just what requirements they needed to graduate. So to end all this...

Mass Confusion...

we believed a channel for student communications should be opened wider, Dean Lawton Blanton and Mr. Edward Martin are currently working on ideas for the establishment of an ombudsman, which

The Athletic Situation...

will move to eliminate this irregularity or else changes the statutes. Another situation which has proven to be chaotic is...

Illegal, that is, according to the SGA statutes. Hopefully, SGA legislators

in the process of running an illegal athletic commission. Illegal, that is, according to the SGA statutes. Hopefully, SGA legislators

will move to eliminate this irregularity or else changes the statutes. Another situation which has proven to be chaotic is...

The American system of racism is truly amazing. Just talking about anyone can run for political office on representing a variety of political party affiliations. The trouble is you never know about those folks. For example, we all know Cahill and Meyner were running for office. And, of course, the better man won. But there were folks running as representatives from the Apple Pie party, Free Grass association, United Fuzz federation and the Trudy–American Robin Hood party.

At a recent press conference held in the MONTCLAIR office a few weeks before election day, the candidate from the aforementioned parties were discussing their platforms. All of them, of course, said they would become New Jersey Governor.

"LORD AND SAVIOR - THE FUZZ"

"The people are finally waking up," stated Herb Snoop, gubernatorial candidate from the United Fuzz party. Snoop mopped: "Our party is going to take Jersey by storm because this state is going to return to God and our lord and savior, your local police."

With that comment, Axelrod Gastank III, president of the Trudy–American Robin Hood party agreed: "Yes, that's right — those Fuzz are good sports, but...

REPORTAGE

Where the Struggle Is

By Charles Palmer

This year there are more minority group students on this campus than there were last year. Each year the number of these students will increase. More so this year, there seems to be an increase in uneasiness among a majority of white students. For the most part this is due to fear caused by ignorance of the part of these students. Many white students are suffering from the symptoms of the cancer that is racism.

Racism is contagious and will be equally destructive to black or white. Many times the reactions to racism are violent in nature and become as harmful mentally and psychologically as they are physically.

VIOLENCE ROLE

As history has demonstrated, racism and violence play very important roles in American life. This country was born through exploitation of the slaves that much of this country's economy was accumulated and it is through the continued exploitation of nonwhites that this country has become as powerful and economically powerful.

The American system of politics is truly amazing. Just talking about anyone can run for political office on representing a variety of political party affiliations. The trouble is you never know about those folks. For example, we all know Cahill and Meyner were running for office. And, of course, the better man won. But there were folks running as representatives from the Apple Pie party, Free Grass association, United Fuzz federation and the Trudy–American Robin Hood party.

At a recent press conference held in the MONTCLAIR office a few weeks before election day, the candidate from the aforementioned parties were discussing their platforms. All of them, of course, said they would become New Jersey Governor.

"LORD AND SAVIOR - THE FUZZ"

"The people are finally waking up," stated Herb Snoop, gubernatorial candidate from the United Fuzz party. Snoop mopped: "Our party is going to take Jersey by storm because this state is going to return to God and our lord and savior, your local police."

With that comment, Axelrod Gastank III, president of the Trudy–American Robin Hood party agreed: "Yes, that's right — those Fuzz are good sports, but..."
1962 - seven years ago, there was a world of constant change and yet, oddly enough, many of the news items then are still with us today. In Vietnam, Soviet invasion of Afghanistan was met by a massive buildup of U.S. forces. In Russia, the first Sputnik was launched into orbit, signaling the dawn of the space age. The young, the old, the rich, the poor, the black, the white, the Protestant, the Catholic, all went and stopped the war together.

The Irish Republican Army declared an end to their attempts to join the two Irelands (which they did until recently). And, in Rome, Pope John XXIII convened the Vatican II Council which initiated a new era in the Catholic Church. Some of the names in the news included those of John Glenn, Walter Schirra and Scott Carpenter, heralding the blast off of the American space program. James Meredith became a civil rights leader when he was refused admittance to the University of Mississippi. Adolf Eichmann was forgotten in infamy when he was executed in Israel for war crimes. And the 400-year-old Mona Lisa in the news was she made her very first trip across the Atlantic for a tour of our nation's capital.

CAREFREE WORLD

And there was the ominous rumble of war over Russian missiles in Cuba, a wall in Berlin, and Communist aggression in Thailand, the world of 1962 was generally carefree. The people of the U.S. amused themselves listening to Vaughn Meader's renditions of the First Family ("Well, let me say this about that . . .") and watching the original First Family in a TV Tour of the White House. Television was dominated by the world of the west, with "Wagon Train" and Ward Bond being the number one show, with relativistic newcomer "Bonanza" taking second place. Furthermore, one of the outstanding shows was "The Political Obituary of Richard M. Nixon" where we heard the defeated gubernatorial candidate say: "You won't have old Nixon to kick around anymore.

Records were bigger and better in 1962, with the top selling rock 'n roll hits being "I can't stop Loving You" by Ray Charles, "You Are Red" by Bobbie Gentry and the classic "Lion Sleeps Tonight" by the Tokens. Eugene Ormandy made a name for himself by becoming the first classical orchestra leader to sell over one million albums. And the big discovery of 1962 was post-mortem praise for the blues artist Billie Holiday.

Doxo-yiboulacé acid was another name in the news (DNA) when its discoveries were given the Nobel Prize. John Steinbeck was also noted at that time when he was awarded the Nobel prize for literature.

METS: 120 LOSSES

1962 was a year for Sonny Liston as he became world heavyweight champion and the New York Yankees as they became World Champions when they beat San Francisco in seven games.

And two records were set: Peter Snell of New Zealand set a new mile record of 3 minutes, 54.4 seconds; and, somewhere, in the far corner of New York City, former Yankee Casey Stengel led his new National League team, the Mets, to a record season of 120 losses.

Considering the years that followed, with the violence and protests, the war and the deaths, 1962 was one year of relative peace in a turbulent era.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

War, Peace and the Chancellor

The Protest

To the Editor:

This is what I thought about the protests taking place against the war. As an individual and a blackman, I am against the war. My reasons are somewhat different.

It's true, we blacks who really have a gripe. They want and have us fighting another nonsense for something we don't even have here in America. It's a damn shame that the only time a blackman can really arm and defend himself is fighting for the establishment.

I feel it is fine to protest but lets also protest about this "mess" right here is our so called home. In your protesting against the war, are you young white people going to forget all the domestic problems?

If you young white people were really sincere and not just a modified mimic of the establishment and spent as much time and energy in trying to free deprived blacks as well as all other underprivileged nonwhites from today's slavery here in America, then you will have accomplished something worthwhile. Then we'll all go and stop the war together.

Ray Gillespie, '73, Glenbourn state administration.

Good Luck

To the Editor:

We the members of BOSS, (Black Organization for Success in Society) wish to welcome all new black freshmen, transfer students, and teachers to the Montclair State College. We wish that all black students the best of luck throughout the entire school year.

We would like to congratulate the few black brothers playing for Montclair State's small varsity football team. They are: Raymond V. Rice, Richard Jones, Sam Patterson and Al Middleton. We know these brothers are giving their all for the team.

We would also like to congratulate the first black woman to make the Montclair State College cheerleading squad Miss Pamala Taylor. Pam will really "soach" em' this year as she puts a little of her soul into our cheers.

We welcome all students to become members of BOSS. The meeting time and place will be posted in Life Hall and in the TUB. Incidentally, our recent BOSS soul dinner was a tremendous success and we wish to thank all Montclair State students, who supported us.

Black Organization for Success in Society.

Manners, Anyone?

To the Editor:

For several years now the N.J. Department of Education has been using the state colleges to permit the students to take an active role in campus affairs. They have expressed the view that students should be involved in almost all college planning, and as a result students are now on numerous college committees, most departments now have student _sovy_ boards, and students are playing a major role in the formation of the new schools.

In line with this policy, when a meeting was scheduled for Trenton on Oct. 7 to discuss the proposed math-science building with Chancellor Dungan, a student from each involved department was invited to attend along with Dr. Richardson and the department chairman. However, we will not discuss the actual meeting here, for any knowledge we have of it comes to us secondhand.

On Oct. 7 Trenton sent word that students were not invited to the meeting. (More exactly we cannot foresee the framers of the Constitution as a result students are now on all college planning, and as a result students are now on numerous college committees, most departments now have student _sovy_ boards, and students are playing a major role in the formation of the new schools.

In line with this policy, when a meeting was scheduled for Trenton on Oct. 7 to discuss the proposed math-science building with Chancellor Dungan, a student from each involved department was invited to attend along with Dr. Richardson and the department chairman. However, we will not discuss the actual meeting here, for any knowledge we have of it comes to us secondhand.

On Oct. 7 Trenton sent word that students were not invited to the meeting. (More exactly we cannot foresee the framers of the Constitution as a result students are now on all college planning, and as a result students are now on numerous college committees, most departments now have student _sovy_ boards, and students are playing a major role in the formation of the new schools.

"Dear Editor,"

I am writing this letter in response to the article on Congressman Shirley Chisholm. The author of the article refers to Congresswoman Chisholm as a negro". I would like to have the author's definition of this word, negro".

It seems to me that when the Irishman left Ireland and came to America, he came to be known as Irish-American. The German, left Germany and came to the United States, and came to be known as German-American. However when the African was "taken" from his homeland and "brought" to America he became known as a negro" or a colored man. Why?

Tommy Poyer, '70.

Karyn Sauvigne: Opinion Right

Balance of Power

The balance of power between the three branches of federal government has shifted so much that the New York Times — a paper not noted for its conservative point of view — made a statement in reference to legislation that the Times would like to see enacted, saying that the first necessity is for the President to send Congress a bill embodying a liberalized version of his reform.

Keeping in mind that the Times knows that Nixon is not a "liberalizing" president, does it not seem strange that the Times cannot imagine the reforms it desires being initiated by the legislative rather than the executive branch?

RUBBER STAMP
democracy.

Not when we recall that the Times has seen the chief executive take on the role of chief legislator in recent years and that it, along with many liberal forces, has applauded the emasculation of the Congress to its present status as a rubber stamp for presidential programs.

A n i t e d today's political, social and economic facts of life require a stronger president than that seen by the framers of the Constitution. Indeed, as far back as Lincoln's time controversial raged over presidential powers.

Lincoln's explanation of his actions in a time of national crisis points out that his expanded executive prerogatives can be necessary. "Was it possible," he asked, "to lose the nation and yet preserve the Constitution? Life and limb must be protected, yet often a limb must be amputated to save a life, but a life is never wisely given to save a limb."

We are not living through anything like as great a crisis now. Congress, by its very nature, is better equipped to be the main channel of popular opinion, and thereby avert any such crisis. Congress, to be sure, remains an independent body — but without severe limitations on its legislative functions because of increasingly strong executives.

BASIC INDIVIDUALITY

At the expense of a body more inherently sensitive to the people presidents have achieved the role of chief legislator in our system. The Constitution prescribes the traditional balance of power in our government: a balance which would theoretically be the basic individuality of men.

It may go without saying that the more concentrated power becomes the greater will be the temptation to ignore the wishes of a far removed voter in favor of executive-envisaged reforms.

So it can be said that this disbalance should not be alarmingly. but rather married back to health and the life revitalized.
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Psi Chi's motorcycle squad took first place fraternity, complete with motorcycles. Earl Noel and Raymond Shaw, conductor, performers.

Theta Chi Rho's Babes in Toyland. From left: Nancy Smith, Kathy Monaghan (partly hidden), Alice Kavanagh, Sue Szamreta, Beverly Peltz, Elaine Leff, Pat Ludwiniak.

Psi Chi's motorcycle squad took first place fraternity, complete with motorcycles.
Iota's Masquerade
Theta Chi Rho's Babes in Toyland won the first-place sorority trophy. Phi Chi's helmeted crew won the first-place fraternity trophy. Members of Lambda Chi Delta fraternity won the best group award for their Indian appearance.

CINA's UNICEF Collection
Costumed members of CINA, Newman Community and Alpha Phi Omega trick-or-treated for UNICEF and collected $142.32 last Friday. Cochairmen of the CINA committee for UN affairs are Donna Meade and Ann Wronka, who organized this annual event.

The Gay Desperadoes
Sponsored by BOSS, the Gay Desperadoes steel drum band performed Friday in Memorial auditorium in their second appearance at MSC. They first appeared two weeks ago for Mrs. Emily Waters' Influence of Afro-American Culture on Music course. The performance was so well received that BOSS brought them back for a second concert.
Ogden foods, inc. presents

beginning Mon., Nov. 10

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
IN LIFE HALL CAFETERIA

$.55

Assorted Juice
Donuts, Danish, Muffins, Hard Rolls
Hot or Cold Cereal
Coffee — Tea — Milk

Hours 7-9 a.m. Weekdays Only

LIFE HALL CAFETERIA
New Commuters Line

‘The House That Dave Built’
Oven Fresh Pizza
Flavored Malts
Hot Dogs with all the Trimmings
chile, sauerkraut, mustard, relish, peppers and unions.

Pot Pourri.

We’re seeking an name for the second snack booth in the Life Hall
cafeteria. A $10 cash prize will be awarded for the best submission.
Entry box in cafeteria.

As Montclair State College Food service director, I regret the lack of accommodations during last Thursday’s Continental Cafe dinner. While such a situation is inexcusable, the food service division at Montclair State College assures the student body that every effort will be made to insure future satisfaction with the food and service of Montclair State College food service.

Dale Jefferson,
Director of Food Services
Cosla Restoration Continues

By Helene Zuckerbrod
Asst. News Editor

Irons, scalpels, beeswax, pressure cookers, wood blocks and wax paper are some of the basic tools necessary for the restoration of specific paintings in the Cosla collection.

A gift from Dr. and Mrs. O.K. Cosla, the 35-painting collection is housed on the third floor of College Hall. Long used for faculty meetings, the room now hosts Mr. George Papadopolus and his assistants, Rosemary Donegon and Greg Studerus, MSC fine arts majors, Saturday mornings from 9-12 as they work on a panel painting, which is believed to date back to the early 1600s. It is the second in a series of paintings in the collection that will be restored.

Speaking of conservation and restoration, Papadopolus, who is associated with the Hispanic Society of America, explained that “it has to be done in such a way that it can be undone if necessary . . . in the easiest method possible.”

Using “Moises Striking the Rock” as an example – the first painting he has worked on in the MSC collection – he explained that he had discovered two layers of canvas that had to be removed before he could begin work.

First a mixture of beeswax and resin is melted and poured over all flakes, cracks and blisters. Waxed paper is placed on top of these sections and a hot iron is used to flatten the surfaces. Papadopolus added that he uses steel bottomed irons because the modern aluminum bottomed irons are too light and leave marks on the canvas. When the surface has dried, he continued, the job of retouching — reinforcement — begins.

After the painting is placed face down on an electrically heated table covered with a sheet of waxed paper and possibly a soft blanket, the back of the canvas is completely covered with the wax mixture.

The bee wax technique was “discovered” in the 1930s as a result of examination of Egyptian pyramids where objects coated with the substance were found to have withstood thousands of years. Completely moisture and air proof, the mixture has no acidity, is completely neutral, he continued, and has a high penetration rate. The entire painting becomes saturated with it, “fusing all component parts.” In addition, Papadopolus said the mixture brings out all the colors in a painting. A larger canvas, stretched over a reinforced frame, is ironed onto the back of the original canvas; the end result will cause the painting to lie straight and flat. More wax is added and the entire back, is ironed.

After the lining is completed, a solvent is used to remove all old varnish, dirt, grime and inpainting from the face of the painting. The painting is then compensated — all necessary areas are bought up to the level of the rest of the work. The conservationist, must then “paint” — retouch — that area or spaces missing paint on the face of the canvas. Small, insignificant areas such as borders, are painted to match perfectly while larger, more important areas are painted in such a way as to allow an art student to recognize the fact that the paint had been restored.

When dry, the painting is sprayed with a non-yellowing plastic varnish which provides a more even coverage than those used previously.

In the case of paintings done on panels — as is the case in Papadopolus’s present work — the wood, not the canvas, is reinforced by placing an inner layer of balsa wood and masonite between front and back panel layers. He continued by saying that the wax mixture is melted onto the back of the wood and ironed as before. Canvas is then ironed onto the back of the panel to protect the wax and to provide greater prevention against warping. All other operations are the same as for canvas paintings.

Commenting upon the nature of artistic conservations, Papadopolus noted that it is a relatively new field and “an enormously new science. We are now beginning to know a little. By using all new advances in science, we can predict from which area in Europe a pigment comes.”

Rockwood Chairs
New School Senate

By Katherine Vargo
Staff Reporter

“To the best of my knowledge, this is the first time at Montclair State College where students and faculty voted for each other in any MSC election,” said Mr. Donald E. Sobolik, of the speech and theater dept. The remark was made in reference to recent elections for the Student-Faculty Senate of the School of Fine and Performing Arts.

Procedures and structure of the Senate was determined by the Central Planning Board of MSC, added Sobolik. The entire Senate, will consist of representatives from the three departments of fine arts, music, and speech and theater.

There will be 27 members: six department and deputy chairman, six faculty members, three graduate students, and 12 undergraduate students.

Elected faculty members from the fine arts department are Ralph Vernacchia and William McCreet. William Eickhorst is the graduate student while undergraduates are Pat Long, senior; Aldo Putignano, sophomore; Terry Segat, freshman.

Jack Oleva, a junior, was the only member on the ballot from the music department to win a majority of the vote.

The speech and theater dept. will be represented by faculty members Jerome Rockwood and W.S. MacDonald; Patrick Reaves, a graduate student; and Scott Watson, senior; Vincent Borelli, sophomore and Michael Murphy, freshmen.

Besides the 21 elected positions, each department will send their present department and deputy chairman. These six representatives will be automatically put in the Senate.

Sobolik who is the chairman of the Senate nominations and elections committee stated that the purpose of the Senate will be to unify the departments of fine arts, music, and speech and theater under one title, the School of Fine and Performing Arts.

Organized Crime
Discussed at MHS

By Janice Salerno
Staff Reporter

Bloody fingernails, broken glass. Mysterious footsteps. Missing important letters. Searching for the key clue. Every day, many Americans, in the style of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, put on their thinking caps and try to solve baffling crimes.

To give these people, and other interested spectators, a closer look at crimes, the Montclair Adult School presents Organized Crime: A Profile. This series of lectures is being held in the field of criminology, are conducted on the main floor of Montclair High School from 8:30 to 9 p.m.

Interested students may go to any individual lecture for 50 cents. A fee of $10 is being charged to adults going to all the lectures.

This course is being offered to give an overall view of organized crime. It will also include suggestions for public protection to the threat organized crime poses to our society.

The remaining lectures will be held on Nov. 10, 17, and 21. Peter Richards, codirector, organized crime unit, New Jersey State Commission of Investigation will discuss what the public can do to combat organized crime. The final lecture in the series will feature Ralph Salerno, noted criminologist, on Nov. 21, speaking on the dimensions of organized crime.

MERCE CUNNINGHAM AND DANCE COMPANY
Dec. 2 — Dec. 15

HARKNESS BALLET
Jan. 6 — Jan. 15

Student tickets are available for all performances (except Friday and Saturday evenings) at $3.00 (orchestra) and $2.00 (rear mezzanine). Regular prices for these tickets are $5.95 and $3.00. Contact Beth Rosemond, 781-2709, "The Rush Tickets" are available for all performances 30 minutes before curtain time to students presenting ID cards at box office. Any remaining seats at that time, including the highest priced orchestra seats, are sold to students at $1.00 each.

By Janice Salerno
Staff Reporter
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Library Disappointed By Amnesty Results
By Celente Fasone
Staff Reporter

The Sprague library staff is not beaming at the light response of approximately 200 overdue books returned during amnesty week. "I think it was worthwhile but I'm disappointed at the response," stated Mrs. Marion Seigelucket, head circulation librarian. "People could have cleared their records painlessly."

Approximately 571 in fines were collected during the week of general pardon and the majority of the fines were paid by the 30-60 day delinquent books.

Amnesty week was conducted mainly to retrieve an unknown number of missing books, and fines were reduced by 50%.

Day students were most responsive to the indulgence, while 10 returns were made by evening students and minimal returns were recorded from the alumni. Only a small percentage of books more than a year overdue were returned, according to Mrs. Seigelucket.

Commenting that this is the first time amnesty has been granted in many years, Mrs. Seigelucket specified that, "Apparently, people didn't think we meant it because most returns were made during the last few days of amnesty week."

Students who did not take advantage of the week of pardon will not likely see a recurrence of amnesty week in the near future. All fines must be cleared before college and community groups.

The committee, organized last year under the chairmanship of Mr. Curtis Jackson, assistant director of students, and newly-elected faculty cochairman of the committee, consisted of approximately 20 members, the committee will function in an investigating capacity. It will act as a fact-finding commission to check all aspects of college life for discrimination of any kind against any students, as a result of an investigation of alleged housing discrimination against blacks, a permanent committee was formed for this purpose. Any significant findings will be brought to the attention of the faculty, college personnel, or directly to the president for the purpose of recommending changes in college policy with respect to minority groups.

According to Harris, a 1968 graduate of Montclair State, the black-white relations committee will not only attempt to solve and eradicate all racial problems that are brought to their attention, but also try to prevent other problems from developing. The committee hopes to plan educational programs related to its area of interest and to promote working relationships between the college and community groups.

Harris stated the importance of having many members from a variety of backgrounds with a variety of viewpoints. In this way, he said, "we can function in any capacity to be useful for more complex problems.

"We would like to extend an invitation to all students and faculty members who wish to participate."

Audio Visual Aids
By Michael Taylor
Staff Reporter

Due to complaints about their behavior, the men of Agora fraternity have been permanently banned from the Life Hall snack bar. They will be subjected to a two-week review period which began on Oct. 20 and will end on Dec. 17, according to Dean Lawton W. Blanton.

A letter, which triggered the punitive action, was received by Blanton from a girl whom he described as a "fine and charming student." In her letter she complained about offensive remarks made to her by certain brothers of Agora.

"I warned the officers and advisers of Agora that their charters for both the SGA and IFC would be revoked if there are any recurrences of disrespect for women during the two-month period," he added.

He went on to say that "the action was taken in conjunction with the IFC, which is a very effective organization. Both IFC and myself are in total agreement on the action taken.

Blanton recommended that the brothers set up a table in the cafeteria and there would be no dancing. In the past," he continues, "there have been complaints of indecent remarks made to women and comments about their shapes by certain brothers of Agora. There were incidents that never reported for fear of retaliation," he disclosed. The dean believes that "individually there are bothers of Agora who are worthy, but collectively they aren't.

An officer of Agora declined to make a statement concerning the action taken against them. Viewpoint that "most of the time what they say is misinterpreted."

Focus on Emotions at HRL
By Susan Dominski
Staff Reporter

Emotions – an area of personal development that has been neglected in this society – are experimented with and developed at the Human Relations Laboratory. Emotion training and group dynamics were the focus of the four-day HRL weekend held Oct. 23 – 26.

In a series of sessions from Thursday night to Sunday afternoon approximately 132 students, faculty, porfessors, and graduates worked together in small “T-groups.”

The purpose of the sessions is to develop sensitivity in group members, awareness of the needs of others and insight into one’s own actions. The “T-group” works together as a unit to develop self-acceptance and the acceptance of others.

By establishing a level of trust in his group, an individual can learn open, authentic behavior patterns.

Held at Silver Lake, Stockholm, N.J., the weekend was one of two annual labs sponsored by HRL. Verbal and non-verbal communication skills are used to communicate feelings to group members. In the security provided by the “T-group,” the individual is free to reveal his feelings and thoughts. Feedback from the group provides each member with insight and self-knowledge.

A professional trainer guides the group although his role is not that of a group leader. By developing listening skills, members acquire interpersonal empathy and skills for improving group interaction. In working together as a unit, the individual learns how his behavior affects the group, as well as other factors that enhance or inhibit group behavior.

Survey Made of A-V Items
By Richard De Santa
Staff Reporter

Tape recorders, record-players and video projectors are not usually come to mind when audio-visual equipment is mentioned. But these are the most basic items which are found in the audio-visual center at Montclair State College.

According to Miss Fantone, director of the audio-visual department, most students at the college are not even aware of all of the facilities that are available for their own use. Miss Fantone described some of the equipment that has been added recently.

One of the biggest projects involving the audio-visual department is the reactivation of the television studio. The studio is located in College Hall, room 129. Miss Fantone said that the studio will be operating again because of the equipment which was purchased with funds provided by a federal grant. She also stressed that the use of this system is available to any student.

Giving an example of a large-scale service provided by the audio-visual department, Miss Fantone noted the fact that a complete public address system has been permanently installed at Sprague field. She said that the new system could be used not only for sporting events, but for any event held on the field.

Another facility which is available to all teachers and students is the new copy equipment. Miss Fantone described the equipment as being capable of handling transparencies as well as written material and printed pages. She added that the department also has facilities for converting ordinary pictures to slides.

Agora Behavior Up for Review
By Michael Taylor
Staff Reporter
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Montclair Shuts Out Trenton, 9-0

By Al Shipley
Staff Reporter

Trenton State by a score of 9-0, Montclair and Trenton began in 1929 and is the second oldest football rivalry in New Jersey. Both Montclair and Trenton take pride in their defenses and the results of this game show that they are justified in doing so. Only on three occasions did the Trenton offense have the ball in Montclair territory and the 19 yard line was the closest the Lions ever came to the Indian goal line. Montclair’s ground defense, led by Isaac McKie and Pete Contaldi, allowed the Trenton ballcarriers a mere 46 yards. The airways were well guarded by the Indian defensive backs who allowed only 82 passes to be caught for a total of 68 yards.

Trenton also showed an impressive defense by holding the explosive Montclair offense to nine points. On two occasions the Trenton defense held Montclair from scoring from their own two yard line. In the second period Trenton had six plays in which to score from inside the two but failed to do so.

The Indians had one opportunity to score in the first period when they reached the Trenton 13 yard line. The Indians were in easy field goal range and with Don Rodgers, Montclair’s half back, back in the lineup it looked like a sure three points. A strong rush by the Trenton defense, however, blocked the 23 yard field goal attempt. Later in the game the Trenton defense held the on PAT (point after touchdown) attempt by Rodgers. Rodgers, who has not seen action since the Curry State contest because of a leg injury, has possibly lost a bit of his timing.

The Indians first score came in the second period when they marched 94 yards in 13 plays. Coach Clary Anderson, who likes to have his halfbacks throw the ball, put Soph Ron Gara into the game to try his skill. Anderson’s move paid off when Gara hit Ron Gara for a 10-yard touchdown. On this play Kulikowski pitched the ball to Gara, shot around the end and was all alone to receive the pass back from Gara.

In the third period Montclair added three more points to its score when Bob Brewster kicked a 25 yard field goal.

Montclair’s offense, who controlled the ball most of the game, gained 230 yards on the ground and 140 yards through the air. Roland Kascher, the Indians main target, caught six of the 12 completed passes for 70 yards.

At the conclusion of the game the men of Phi Chi presented a trophy to Coach Anderson and the Indians. This trophy is presented each year to the winner of the Montclair-Trenton game.

**SCHOOL INFORMATION**

**HOME INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of School</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campus Address</td>
<td>Street</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Zip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus Phone</td>
<td>Area Code</td>
<td>Unit #</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Montclair and Trenton**

**World Campus Afloat**

A college that does more than broaden horizons. It sails to them and beyond.

Again in 1970, the World Campus Afloat program of Chapman College and Associated Colleges and Universities will take qualified students, faculty and staff into the world laboratory.

Chapman College now is accepting final applications for the next three consecutive semesters: Spring 1970, Fall 1970 and Spring 1971. Preliminary applications also may be made for all future semesters.

Fall semesters depart New York for ports in Western Europe and the Mediterranean, Africa and South America, ending in Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the world from Los Angeles through the Orient, India and South Africa to New York.

For a catalog and other information, complete and mail the coupon below.

**SAFETY INFORMATION:**

The s.s. Ryndam, registered in The Netherlands, meets International Safety Standards for new ships developed in 1948 and meets 1966 fire safety requirements.

**THE HOUSE OF FIGARO**

**Bonnie Levine Rates As 1st Place Fencer**

By Patricia Simpson
Staff Reporter

Winning first place in the Amateur Fencers League of America Annual Women’s Collegiate novice event has made Bonnie Levine an important member of the women’s fencing team at MSC, according to Mrs. Demencia Desi, fencing coach.

Representing Montclair State, Miss Levine overcame 45 contenders for the gold medal, said Mrs. Desi. She fended 21 bouts and in the last round won six out of seven. The event was held on the Teaneek campus of Fairleigh Dickenson University on Oct. 19.

The Montclair fencing team has the reputation of being fifth in the league of 17 schools last year, added Mrs. Desi. She said two years ago they placed third with the impressive record of 10-1. Sprawled on a mat before practice in gym 4, Miss Levine recently said in an interview that she plans to enter the Women’s Undisclassified (group III) event on Nov. 23.

As manager of the team, Miss Levine announced that they will be playing 10 schools this year, eight yard line, on a De Jianne pass. A successful PAT made the score 130.

The Phi defense then held Stone Hall on downs, as the half came to an end.

Stone Hall received the second half kickoff and was unable to move against the Phi defense. Phi took over and scored on another De Jianne pass. The extra point attempt was successful.

John Pico intercepted another pass for Phi, with De Jianne then throwing his fourth TD pass of the game.

THE ALL NEW BOWLEO

Rt. 46 & 3
Clifton
New Pinspotters
New Kickbacks
New Ball Returns
New Pindecks
New Masking Units
"THE COLLEGE BOWL"

Bridge the Generation Gap at THE HOUSE OF FIGARO

Specializing in Men’s Hairstyling also Ladies’ Haircutting by appointment.
109 Watchung Ave.
Upper Montclair, N.J.
Adelphi Defeats Montclair, 2-1

The Montclair State College soccer team tasted defeat for the first time this season, yesterday, by losing to Adelphi University 2-1. Adelphi is now 8-1-2.

The Montclair boosters played one of their poorest games of the season. The only player who did an outstanding job, both offensively and defensively, was Klaus Nemetz, an Austrian exchange student, who is considered “the nucleus of the team.”

The scoring started in the second period, when Robie Young, Adelphi’s outstanding forward, scored at the 11:18 mark. All scoring was stopped until the fourth period, when Young put in the game winning goal.

Bill Kazdoba scored Montclair’s lone goal at the 7:19 mark of the fourth period. The goal was unassisted.

Previous to the Adelphi game, the MSC boosters played Fairleigh Dickinson University (4-9) and C.W. Post (0-8), both games in the Metropolitan Soccer League.

Montclair won both games, defeating Fairleigh Dickinson 5-3, and C.W. Post by a score of 8-0. Both games present MSC with little trouble.

The game at FDU marked MSC’s 10th victory of the season. The boosters got off to an early lead, with Tony DeFilippis taking a Kazdoba pass and scoring with 20 minutes left in the first period.

Jean Charles scored the next MSC goal at nine minutes of the first, with Kazdoba later assisted on Montclair’s third goal, scored by John Smith, at the 17:35 mark of the second period.

FDU retaliated with two goals, one at the end of the second period and one at the beginning of the third.

At the six minute mark of the third period Nemetz scored on a penalty kick. The goal was the game winning goal for Montclair. Bill Kazdoba then scored on an assist from Jean Charles. A minute and a half later, FDU scored their third goal of the game.

The game against C.W. Post, played Saturday on Sprague Field, was a complete mismatch. The game proved to be a “practice session,” in which several junior varsity players participated.

John Lukin, a powerful sophomore, led the booster with three goals. Big Bill Kazdoba picked up his 16th and 17th goals of the season, leading Montclair in that department.

Kazdoba scored his first goal at 3:02 of the first period, with Jean Charles assisting. Tony DeFilippis scored at the 8:41 mark, Kazdoba assisting.

John Lukin scored his first goal of the game, after taking a pass from Kazdoba. Lukin’s second goal came at a minute and a half later, at the 16:01 mark of the first period. Jean Charles scored MSC’s fifth goal, with an assist from his brother Andre. The score came at 5:07 of the second period.

The second period ended with co-captain Frank Aristi scoring at the 18:15 mark, and John Lukin completing his “hat-trick” at the 20:30 mark.

Bill Kazdoba scored his last goal of the game with a minute and a half left in the third period. The ball was headed in, off a John Tkaczuk corner kick.

The Montclair State College boosters are now sporting a record of 11-1.

The loss was not only MSC’s first defeat of the season, but it was also their first loss in the Metropolitan Soccer Conference. Previously, the boosters were tied with Adelphi for first place in this conference. The defeat now gives Adelphi sole possession of first place.

After the Adelphi game, Coach Len Lucenko commented: “The team played poorly. If we played the whole game like we played the last 15 minutes, we would have won.”

Kowalczyk.

ON CAMPUS THIS WEEK

Fri. Nov. 7 Phi Lambda Pi Dance cafeteria 8 p.m.
Mon. Nov. 10 Urban Awareness Seminar H - 7, 10, 11 7 p.m.
Tues. Nov. 11 Urban Awareness Seminar Auditorium lobby

Sports

Staff photo by Gus Migliore,

Harriers Near Finish

Post Wins Over Drew, Bloomfield College

By Paul Kowalczyk

Sports Editor

The cross-country team of Montclair State College has just completed the dual meet portion of their season, by ending with a six meeting winning streak. The harriers won their last two meets, against Bloomfield College and Drew University, scoring a 15-48 victory over Bloomfield, and shutting-out Drew 15-50.

Dr. George Horn, coach of the cross-country team, predicted at the beginning of the season that the second half of the team’s campaign would be a tremendous improvement over the first half of the season. He was right. With the help of some very promising freshman runners, the harriers posted a 6-1 record and second half of their season, after a disappointing 1-6 in the beginning of the year.

The triads of Vic Mizzone, Dale Rodgers, and Kevin McGrath finished in the top three in both meets this past week, with Mizzone leading the harriers in both races.

Against Bloomfield College (3-7), the MSC cross-country team placed men in the top five places, and seven out of the next 10 places. Mizzone, running a good time of 27:42, was followed closely by Kevin McGrath (27:49), Dale Rodgers (28:15), Bob Novicki (29:59), and Joe Freeman (30:25).

Bloomfield College placed runners sixth, 13th, and 15th, with Ron Elstrom leading their team.

MSC’s final cross-country victory of the season was a shut-out against Drew University, 15-50. The harriers top three runners, Mizzone, Rodgers and McGrath, showed a similar performance to that on their victory over Monmouth College, by finishing three abreast, with a time of 28:24.

MSC also took the next seven places against Drew.

On Nov. 8, the MSC harriers were running in the Collegiate Track Conference meet, which they are co-sponsoring with Paterson State.

November 11 is the running of the State College and University Meet. The Montclair State College cross-country team have high hopes of having several of their top runners fairing well in this meet. The freshmen on the squad should give the team an extra boost in both of these special meets.